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Background

• 2015 - 40th anniversary of the Health 

and Safety at Work Act 

• Fatal incidents, injuries and ill health 

greatly reduced over 40 years

• GB system is world leader and we have 

a H&S record to be proud of 

• But … still some way to go in many 

areas including working at height 



H&S strategy moving forward

Six strategic themes, and 

everyone in the system needs 

to play their part…..

• Acting together

• Tackling Ill Health

• Managing Risk Well

• Supporting small employers

• Keeping pace with change

• Sharing our success



The cold reality  - overall figures

• 2014/15

– 142 killed at work

– 76,000 reported injuries

– 1.2 m cases of work-

related ill health

– 27.4 million working 

days lost 

• 23.3 m through ill-

health

• 4.1 m through injury



The cold reality - work at height 

• Remains the single biggest cause of 

workplace deaths (averages 27.5% over 

last 4 years) - and

• One of the biggest causes of specified 

(major) injury accidents

• 41 fatal accidents 2014/15

• 2950 specified (major) injuries 2014/15

• Over ⅔ of all major work at height 

injuries caused by ‘low falls’ (less than 

2m)



Enforcement 

25 (28 breaches) work at height 

prosecutions during 2017 (so far)

• Construction company firm fined after 

worker falls from height

• School fined after worker falls from roof

• Construction company and contractor fined 

after CCTV engineer falls from height

• Company fined after worker fell through 

fragile skylight

• Solar panel firm fined after worker fell 

through roof void

• Contractor sentenced over unsafe roof work



The Law – hierarchy of controls

• Avoid work at height if possible

• Existing place of work

• Prevent falls (e.g. scaffold, MEWP, 

tower scaffold, restraint)

• Minimise distance and consequences 

of fall (e.g. net, airbag, crash deck, fall 

arrest)

• Introduce other measures (e.g. 

lighting, demarcation, system of work)

– (don’t forget human factors!)



Risk Control

• avoiding work at height (where 
possible) 

• organisation & planning

• selecting right equipment 

• ensure competence – incl. 
management

• supervision and monitoring

• inspection and maintenance



Selecting the right equipment

• Consider:

– the task

– height of work 

– frequency and duration of work

– emergency and evacuation situations

– risk from installation of equipment

– site and other conditions

• e.g. ground and weather

• For ladder use, task must be low risk and

short duration or there are existing site 

conditions that cannot alter (e.g. space 

constraints)



HSE Projects

• Small construction site 

interventions

• Behavioural safety in 

fragile roof work

• Fragile roof work project

• Short duration work 

• Guidance review

– Inc combination and 

telescopic ladders



Fragile roofs initiative

• Still a significant issue

• Old habits to be overcome

• Calling for all to ‘step up’ and         

help   



Other important work

• Edge protection – review of 

basis and adequacy

• Standards work

– Podiums (low level work 

platforms)

– MEWPS

– Roof ladders

– Rope access equipment



Ladders EN131

• Long awaited EN 131 parts 1 

and 2 – takes effect Oct 2017

• Significant UK industry and 

HSE involvement and work 

over 20 years

• Addresses stability, durability and load performance 

• Design will incorporate a wider base through some 

permanently fixed means

• Outcome = inherently safer ‘naked’ ladder



The Reach of Regulators

• HSE cannot do it all!

• Limited resources

• Advice and guidance

• Inspection and 

investigation

• Working with (and through) 

others

• Understanding ‘audience’ 

then communicating



Reach of business

• Good businesses 

understand their target 

sectors, associated issues, 

and how their product or 

service can help.

• Developed relationships 

and networks with 

customers help to solve 

problems.

• Partnerships are effective. 



Innovation ? 

• Technical innovation an

important pathway to

solving health and safety

problems.

• Advances in technology

have been used to

improve safety standards

time and time again with

significant outcomes.



Innovation – What are the Benefits?

• Embrace new ideas and approaches 

and develop innovative solutions –

you are likely to inspire others to do 

the same.

• Innovation is an important 

determinant in the financial and 

economic growth in an organisation.

• Improve reputation, become a 

market leader…!

• Improved h&s outcomes for UK 

PLC?



Drones are taking off!

• Advances in micro-

technology

• Rapidly growing sector

• Mass production

• Cost has fallen rapidly

• UK sales approx. 200k in 

2015

• The Christmas Present of 

2015!



Drones

• Advances in technology can 

provide innovative solutions to 

safety issues.

• Such solutions must consider 

associated hazards and 

understand the risk.

• Economic case? – consider 

equipment cost, downtime, 

resource, lost opportunity



Brexit

• No immediate 

consequences for how 

HSE works and regulates

• Going forward…

– Legislation?

– Standards?



In summary

• Fatal incidents, injuries and 

ill health greatly reduced 

since 1974

• WAH still a significant issue

• Further improvements a big 

challenge for us all 

• A mixed approach

• The need to work together 

and for real leadership

• What will you be doing?



Many thanks 


